BHU Field Trial
Jason Nelson
660-254-1862
nlwalnut@yahoo.com

Saturday, September 21, 2013

Ed Holland

Timber Hills Lake Ranch

816-810-9535

Mapleton, KS
620-743-4114

edh@treatamerica.com

$110 entry fee for 2 runs. First run is a single OPEN 3-bird run using pointing or flushing rules as appropriate.
Your second run will be a 5 bird doubles run. To encourage everyone to have fun and meet new people,
doubles partners will be determined by random drawing from all entrants, regardless of division or
experience. For doubles run, we’ll use BHU Flushing rules, meaning you pointer guys don’t have to worry
about ‘traps.’ You flushing competitors will be able to ‘foot-flush’ a bird without penalty, and there will be no
6 second rule on points. We’re trying to simulate WILD BIRD HUNTING and inject some FUN!
Want to do a doubles run with a special partner and
Do you have a potential retrieving
not an Open Sanctioned Run? No Problem! Only $100
champion in your home or kennel? Bill
per team (two handlers and two dogs) for each
Ernst will run a retrieving trial, land or
additional 5-bird doubles run. Simply enter these runs
water, your choice. Low entry fee; enter as
separately with your chosen partner! Enter as many
many times as you like, no schedule
times as you like. Entering the PF/QF National Trial
necessary. We’ll slot you in between your
field trial runs.
doubles on October 12-13? Bring your partner and
get some practice runs in! Want to introduce your
spouse, teenager, or other relatives/friends to the
game? This is your opportunity! Bring them along and have some fun while you’re coaching them up. This
will be a great opportunity for some NO PRESSURE hunting fun while getting ready for the new wild bird
season.
THE PRIMARY GOAL OF THIS TRIAL IS FOR EVERYONE TO HAVE FUN! The competitive side of the trial should
be secondary, but, as a “secondary” goal, we hope to pay back 20% of proceeds to the top 3 places in the
Doubles Division ONLY. Any funds remaining will be donated to the PF/QF National Trial for youth
hunting/education projects.
Contact Jason Nelson to sign up. Deadline is Sunday, Sept 15th, so we can draw matchups for FUN DOUBLES. A
Calcutta will be available once doubles teams are set. We plan to e-mail options to all competitors by
Wednesday or Thursday prior to the Saturday Trial so you can participate by email or call to Jason Nelson in
advance. There will be an opportunity to finalize on Saturday prior to first trial run.

Contact Ed Holland (816.810.9535) about cabins, rooms, or bunks if
you’d like to stay at Timber Hills Lake Ranch Friday &/or Saturday
night. There are additional hotels in Fort Scott, Ks if the THLR Lodge
is full. (Only 15 minutes from THRL). Remember, THLR has some
great fishing spots. You could make this a relaxing weekend outing
and have even more
After the Awards Ceremony and Cash Pay Out, go fishing and enjoy
the evening. If you can catch enough fish, have your own Fish Fry.
The Lodge will have breakfast, lunch and dinner if needed. The Bar
will be open Friday and Saturday nights too. The Trial is Saturday
ONLY, but feel free to spend the entire weekend to Fish, Shoot some
Clays, Swim, and spend some quality Family time, hike in the hills to
see Buffalo, Elk and huge Deer!!! It will be a Spectacular weekend
for the entire FAMILY!!!!!

Agenda: Saturday, September 21, 2013
6:30 am

Meet at Club House for Rules and Calcutta

7:00 am

3 Fields running simultaneously
A

Open Pointing

B

Open Flushing

C

Doubles (using BHU Doubles Flushing Rules)

Get your entries in soon!!!
Directions from 69 Highway,
Prescott, KS Exit:
West from Prescott exit to HWY 7,
South on HWY 7 to HWY 31, West
on Hwy 31 to Union Street on East
edge of Mapleton, South on Union
to Valley Road, East on Valley Road
through curve to south, then
another left to the Timber Hills
gate.

